NORTHWEST PORTLAND AREA INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
JOB POSTING CLOSING DATE: NOVEMBER 29, 2019
Executive Director
NPAIHB Executive
Committee
Department: Administration
Job Title:
Reports to:

Status: Salary, Exempt
Classification: Full Time, Regular w/
benefits
Salary: $150,000 - 175,000 DOE

NPAIHB Mission Statement:
The mission of the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board is to eliminate health
disparities and improve the quality of life of American Indians and Alaska Natives by
supporting Northwest Tribes in their delivery of culturally appropriate, high quality healthcare.
Position Summary:
The Executive director of the NPAIHB is responsible for carrying out the mission of the Board
to assist member tribes to improve their health status and quality of life. To carry out this
mission the Executive Director has overall responsibility for the management and control of
all aspects of the NPAIHB’s administrative operations and program activities and must
carryout the following specific functions.
Essential Functions:
1. Executive Management
Provided day-to-day management and oversight of all Board activities.
Coordinate and implement short and long term strategic planning.
• Design and implement the NPAIHB’s internal organizational structure.
• Delegate authority within the organization and hold assigned staff accountable for
duties and responsibilities.
• Foster a team management approach to problem solving.
•
•

2. Northwest Tribal Health-Care Advocacy
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide advocacy for tribal health program interests and issues with appropriate
administrative agencies and legislative bodies.
Meet regularly with the Indian Health Service and state and federal agencies on
tribal issues relating to health care.
Develop and maintain lines of communication between the NPAIHB, federal,
state, and local agencies, as well as other regional and national Indian
organizations.
Represent the NPAIHB in coordination with Area Board members at health-related
meetings.
Maintain direct communication with the Indian Health Service in order to serve as
a liaison for tribes.
Provide information to tribes on IHS issues and activities.
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•

Represent NPAIHB in concert with tribes in government-to-government relations
with state and federal agencies.

3. Communication and Analyses
•
•

•
•
•
•

Inform member tribes of legislation, regulations, policies and activities related to
Indian health care, and provide analyses of these issues to the tribes.
Develop and maintain a communication system to keep member tribes informed
of NPAIHB activities and health related information including participating and
serving on Boards.
Advise the Board on relative issues and problems affecting Indian health care.
Disseminate information to tribal constituents and tribal health boards.
Operate an active communications network serving the member tribes.
Present health-related reports and information before large and small groups.

4. Health Promotion and Technical Assistance Coordination
Promote and support active community participation in the operation of Indian
health care systems within tribal communities.
• Promote health promotion/disease prevention technical assistance and training
activities for tribal health staff and tribal communities.
• Provide technical assistance and training in the areas of health research, data
collection and analysis, and information and telecommunication systems for tribal
health programs.
•

5. Grant and Contract Management
Coordinate the administration and maintenance of NPAIHB’s grants and
contracts, including proposal development, and implementation, evaluation and
reporting activities.
• Provide administration of the Board’s P.L. 93-638 contract with the Indian Health
Service.
• Develop and submit proposals for projects supported by NPAIHB resolution or
approved by the Executive Committee.
•

6. Fiscal Management Accountability
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide sound management of all NPAIHB fiscal resources and property assets.
Establish and monitor program budgets according to Board policy and funding
agency requirements.
Ensure proper use, maintenance, documentation, and protection of Board
property.
Authorize NPAIHB expenditures.
Invest and manage Board funds.
Coordinate risk management activities.
Have knowledge and awareness of federal and state appropriations.
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7. Personnel Management
Represent the Board on personnel matters before state and federal officials.
• Develop and maintain current job descriptions for all staff.
• Supervise all personnel activities including orientation, training, hiring promotions,
disciplinary procedures, merit citations, salary increases, leave approvals, and
performance evaluations.
•

8. Organizational Development
Develop and maintain organizational policies and procedures.
• Develop, implement and maintain proper program management systems.
• Maintain an updated Program Operations Manual relating to personnel policies
and procedures, accounting standards, and etc.
• Develop organizational structure that maximizes flow of information to enhance
internal communication.
•

9. Coordinate Staff Support for NPAIHB Committees and Activities
Coordinate planning and arrangements for quarterly board meetings.
• Ensure NPAIHB membership information, minutes, and resolutions are
maintained properly.
• Coordinate maintenance an updating of the NPAIHB’s Strategic Plan.
•

10. Supervisory Responsibilities
• Supervise project staff, including assisting with hiring, preparing performance
evaluations, reviewing work plans, and assigning and reviewing work.
• Coach employees and identify and coordinate their training and professional
development needs.
• Ensure that the project and all personnel are in compliance with
organizational policies, procedures, and directives, requirements of IRBs,
partnering agencies, and other relevant parties.
• Meet regularly with project staff to ensure all goals and objectives are met.
• Complete staff performance evaluations within 30 days of employee’s
anniversary date, or within 30 days of the completion of the employee’s 6month probationary period.
10.

Other Duties
• Additional functions include other duties as assigned by the NPAIHB Chair.
• Prepare a Monthly Activity Report (MAR) and provide to the NPAIHB Chair at the
end of each month.
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Standards of Conduct:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistently exhibit professional behavior and the high degree of integrity and
impartiality appropriate to the responsible and confidential nature of the position.
Consistently display professional work attire during normal business hours.
Effectively plan, organize workload, and schedule time to meet workload demands.
Maintain a clean and well-organized office environment.
Expected to exercise judgment and initiative in performance of duties and
responsibilities.
Work in a cooperative manner with all levels of management and with all NPAIHB
staff.
Treat NPAIHB delegates/alternates and Tribal people with dignity and respect and
show consideration by communicating effectively.
Participate willingly in NPAIHB activities.
Abide by NPAIHB policies, procedures, and structure.
Research and with the approval of supervisor, attend trainings as needed to improve
skills that enhance overall capabilities related to job performance.

Qualifications:
•

Applicant is required to have a Bachelor’s degree (A Bachelor’s degree in a healthrelated field is preferred, or in absence of a health degree, comparable work
experience to demonstrate high aptitude.); and

•

A minimum of six years of progressive management and supervisory work
experience, five years general and a minimum of one year specialized, as defined in
items “a” and “b” listed below; or
➢ General experience must include the following: supervise or direct work which
demonstrates ability to use supervisory techniques in a team environment;
program management and control; direct, coordinate and implement a health or
social service program as evidenced by academic training, continuing education,
and experience in public or tribal administrations, councils, boards, individuals,
and/or public agencies; demonstrate a basic understanding of the planning
process and its use as an effective management tool in public health systems
and related programs; ability to implement Indian preference and other
statutory/policy mandates; and demonstrate technical ability and mature,
impartial judgment.
➢ Specialized experience must include proficiency in a majority of the areas
identified in the “Essential Functions” section, items one through nine.
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•

A Master’s degree (A Master’s degree in a health-related field is preferred, or in
absence of a health degree, comparable work experience to demonstrate high
aptitude.) and three years senior-level management experience working with Indian
tribal governments is preferred;

•

Applicants must have experience working in Indian Health System and be
knowledgeable of Indian health care programs, state and federal legislation and the
Indian Health Service.

•

Applicants must have demonstrated sound fiscal management skills and experience.

•

Applicant is required to be knowledgeable of the Pacific Northwest tribes.

•

Documented evidence of continuing education in management theory or practice
within the past three years is preferred.

•

Current membership in a professional organization that demonstrates a career
commitment in management, healthcare or social services is desirable.

The chosen candidate must agree to serve a minimum six-month probationary period during
which period their employment can be terminated at will.
Typical Physical Activity:
Physical Demands: Frequently involves sedentary work; exerting up to 10 pounds of force
and/or negligible amount of force to lift, carry, push, pull or otherwise move objects, including
the human body. Occasionally involves light work, such as exerting up to 20 pounds of force
and/or up to 10 pounds of force and/or a negligible amount of force to move objects.
Physical Requirements: Constantly requires the ability to receive detailed information
through oral communication, and to make fine discrimination in sound. Constantly requires
repetitive movement of the wrists, hands and/or fingers. Often requires walking or moving
about to accomplish tasks. Occasionally requires standing and/or sitting for sustained
periods of time. Occasionally requires ascending or descending stairs or ramps using feet
and legs and/or hands and arms. Occasionally requires raising objects from a lower to a
higher position or moving objects horizontally. Occasionally requires stooping which entail
the use of the lower extremities and back muscles. Infrequently requires crouching.
Typical Environmental Conditions: The worker is frequently subject to inside
environmental conditions, which provide protection from weather conditions, but not
necessarily from temperature changes, and is occasionally subject to outside environmental
conditions.
Travel Requirement: Local travel is occasionally required. Overnight travel outside of the
area is frequently required to participate in regional and national committees.
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Disclaimer: The individual must perform the essential duties and responsibilities with or
without reasonable accommodations efficiently and accurately without causing a significant
safety threat to self or others. The above statements are intended to describe the general
nature and level of work being performed by employees assigned to this classification. They
are not intended to be construed as an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties, and/or
skills required of all personnel so classified.
Except as provided by Title 25, U.S.C. § 450e(b), which allows for Indian preference in
hiring, the NPAIHB does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, creed, age, sex,
national origin, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, religion, politics, membership or
non-membership in an employee organization.

Applications can be found online at www.npaihb.org
SEND RESUME AND APPLICATION TO:
Human Resources Manager
2121 SW Broadway, Suite 300
Portland, Oregon 97201
FAX: (503) 228-8182
Email: HR@npaihb.org
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